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of sojourning abroad and visiting foreign courts. He had all his life
enjoyed travel, and liked splendid ceremonies, and these royal tours
satisfied both tastes. His usual programme, when he settled down to
it, was to spend from three to six weeks at Biarritz in the early spring,
seeing French ministers on his way there and back, and perhaps
some Spanish royal personage across the frontier. Next, about May
he would make a round of royal visits and calls, usually based on a
yachting tour, oftenest in the Mediterranean; and later again in
August he would go for his cure to Marienbad, commonly contriving
to meet a few crowned heads or leading ministers there or by way of
excursion. This programme, which was carried out every year from
1903 to 1909 inclusive, with a good many important 'extras' thrown
in, enabled him to visit (besides the French President and ministers)
the Kaiser, the Emperor of Austria, the Tsar, and the kings of Italy,
Spain, Portugal, Greece, Denmark, Sweden, and Norway. He met
the Kaiser oftener than any other crowned head; but before the
Bosnian dispute of October 1908 he had paid specially assiduous
court to the aged Emperor Francis Joseph. He never went to Bel-
gium, owing to the attempt on his life there in 1900, when he was
Prince of Wales. The return visits of the foreign potentates were
usually arranged either for the interval between his May tour and
his cure, or for that between the cure and Christmas.
Such regular rounds of international intercourse no British mon-
arch had attempted before, nor indeed any monarch in Europe
except William II. The Kaiser seems rather to have felt that his
uncle was infringing his copyright; and he was the more vexed, be-
cause King Edward's visits usually left a much pleasanter impression
than his own. For the king's skill and gusto on the social side were
quite unmatched; as a mere emissary of friendship nobody bettered
him. That was primarily how he conceived his role. He scarcely
himself attempted serious diplomacy, though in certain instances
important negotiations were carried on by the foreign office through
ambassadors or other representatives in his suite. Some of his
ministers' broader policies, it is true, corresponded to prior inclina-
tions of his—notably that of friendship with Russia, which he had
desired, off and on, ever since he visited the Russian court in 1874
for the marriage of his brother, the Duke of Edinburgh.
The main drawback to all these comings and goings was that they
looked so much more important than they were. Everybody knew
that, though from time to time their meetings were quite cordial, the
king and the Kaiser disliked each other. The differences were largely
temperamental, and first became conspicuous in the nineties during
William IPs yachting visits to Cowes. But the Kaiser in foreign
affairs was entitled to a large measure of personal rule; his voice was

